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CAPTIVE FEASIBILITY STUDIES

Why consider forming a Captive?
A limited purpose, licensed insurance company, the main
purpose of which is to insure the risks of the captive’s owners
 Formal, licensed insurance company
 Specifically for risks related to parent group
 Not necessarily a reaction to commercial insurance market conditions.
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CAPTIVE FEASIBILITY STUDIES

Why are they formed?
As part of a long-term strategic approach to risk finance:

 To address the inability of insurers to provide insurance for ‘traditional’ risks
bespoke to the client’s needs, due to regulatory and/or commercial pressures
 Drive to control frictional costs, in particular commissions and insurer profits,
which become transparent through the captive process
 Enhanced focus on risk management and loss prevention, funded through
captive premium and surplus

“captives are having a resurgence – people are using them for
innovative solutions” (FERMA)
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CAPTIVE FEASIBILITY STUDIES

Why are they formed?
As part of a long-term strategic approach to risk finance:

 Increased control over claims handling, taking broader issues into
consideration
 Need for new capacity for emerging risks
 Opportunity to take risk and profit positions in affiliated business
 Overall, improved access to data

“captive can effectively capture data, and issue wording bespoke to
the client” (XL Catlin)
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CAPTIVE FEASIBILITY STUDIES

What do you need to begin a study?
A clear objective – what will be the captive’s economic rationale?

To improve control over access to insurance market capacity
• Consolidate (re)insurance programmes across operations and countries
• Consistent, efficient access to capacity
• Centralise risk finance
• Develop elements of coverage specific to your needs
• Direct contractual role in claims resolution
To reduce total cost of risk
• Direct access to reinsurance
• Captive profit to invest in risk management initiatives
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CAPTIVE FEASIBILITY STUDIES

What do you need to begin a study?
A clear objective – what will be the captive’s economic rationale?

To provide cover for emerging risk
• Non-damage BI; Cyber; climate extremes
• Access ‘Alternative Risk Transfer’ reinsurance
To generate income
• Enhance offering to customers, suppliers, business partners …..
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CAPTIVE FEASIBILITY STUDIES

What do you need to begin a study?
An appreciation of the main considerations

Captive is a highly flexible tool,
which can be used to manage
strategy in:
 Risk Retention
 Risk Transfer
 Access to Alternative Risk
Transfer
 Providing additional sources of
revenue

Each approach has it’s own
considerations
















Timing
Corporate structure
Stakeholders
Regulatory considerations
Structural options
Location choice
Capital & Surplus requirements
Fronting requirements
Access to capacity
Return on Investment expected
Tax (local & International)
Exit considerations
Cost/Benefit
Long-term strategy
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CAPTIVE FEASIBILITY STUDIES

What do you need to begin a study?
….a level of senior support

Captive involves incorporation of a subsidiary, requiring C-suite support
Managing the captive discussion in the board room









Focus on the key objective(s)
Not a proposal to enter the commercial insurance market
Acknowledge the risks/considerations
Stress the cost/benefit analysis to be conducted
Provide examples of peer group companies with captive
Provide a clear decision making road map
Consider bringing an expert along….
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CAPTIVE FEASIBILITY STUDIES

What do you need to begin a study?
….information
Data required will depend on the scope of the project, and the objectives. Usually
it is similar to that required for insurance renewals:

Information required
 Latest group annual report
 A detailed group organisation chart, noting cross
shareholdings.
 The group risk register
 Summary of the group’s insurance placements, noting
deductibles, limits, premiums, key underwriters
 Five year ground-up claims history, by class of business,
underwriting year, broken down by deductible and insured
loss
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CAPTIVE FEASIBILITY STUDIES

What do you need to begin a study?
….budget

The cost of the study will depend on the scope
Cost
A captive feasibility study will cost upwards of US$10,000.00
largely depending on:
• The range of risks on which it is to focus
• The degree of actuarial analysis required
• Any specialist services required
• “Commercial considerations”
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CAPTIVE FEASIBILITY STUDIES

The feasibility study process
Framed by the core objectives of the client

Risk Appetite

• Determine technical tolerance for retained risk, and
group ‘appetite’

Programme Design

• Develop & test alternative options to meet client
objectives

Corporate & Ownership
Structure

• Owned Captive or Third Party Facility

Domicile
Considerations

• Analysis based on needs and domicile
differentiators

Financial Projections

• To establish expected returns under stress
scenarios

Implementation
Timeline

• Roadmap identifying key tasks and timeline
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CAPTIVE FEASIBILITY STUDIES

Risk Appetite
Financial Impact Analysis

Defining risk tolerance: the first step in optimizing risk financing strategy
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CAPTIVE FEASIBILITY STUDIES

Programme design
Review client and industry data for specified risks to determine
whether captive can reduce Total Cost of Risk
Total Cost of Risk includes premium for risk transfer, cost of retained claims, and
cost of capital assigned to retained risk, plus administration costs
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CAPTIVE FEASIBILITY STUDIES

Programme design
Structure for each class of insurance to be underwritten
Three basic models:
Global Fronting









Property
Business Interruption
General Liability
Auto Liability
Marine/Aviation Hull
Employee Benefits
Construction Exposures
Equipment
Maintenance

Deductible Reimbursement









Workers’ Compensation
General Liability
Auto Liability
Product or Service
Extended Warranty
Construction Exposures
Environmental Liability
Property and Business
Interruption
Equipment
Maintenance

Excess Insurance
 Reputation/Brand/Loss
of Income Risks
 Intellectual Property
(Patent, Trademark,
Copyright)
 Product Recall
Coverage
 Trade Credit Risk
 Professional and
Products Liability
 Cyber-Risk
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CAPTIVE FEASIBILITY STUDIES

Corporate & ownership structure
Wholly-owned or third party facility?

Wholly-owned









Capital
Solvency regulations
Consolidation into group
Corporate governance
Regulatory requirements
Fronting security requirements
Tax
Exit strategy

Third Party Facility









Rent-a-captive
Protected Cell Company
Integrated Cell Company
Operating & ‘rental’ costs
Flexibility
Control
Tax
Availability
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CAPTIVE FEASIBILITY STUDIES

Domicile considerations
There are over thirty states with captive insurance regulations

Domicile Considerations
 Capitalization and solvency
requirements
 Receptiveness of regulatory
environment
 Quality of local infrastructure
 Availability of expertise
 Stability of regulatory
environment
 Flexibility as respects investment
portfolio

 Ease of doing business – in a
suitably regulated environment
 Experience in business under
consideration
 Efficient financial outcomes: tax,
wealth, investment etc.
 Accessibility
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CAPTIVE FEASIBILITY STUDIES

Operational issues
How will the captive be directed and managed?

Issues to consider

Parent control
Local presence
 Mind & management
 Regulatory requirements
Substance
Arm’s length decision making
Reporting

Potential means to address

Parent directors
 Location
 Role – possible conflict?
Domicile directors
 Expertise
 Independence
Economic rationale
 Clear Business Plan
Transfer Pricing
 Objective premium setting
 Proper claims process
 Investment policy
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CAPTIVE FEASIBILITY STUDIES

Financial projections
Will form the basis for the business case to senior management,
and the Business Plan required by domicile regulators
Financial Projections
Based on a range of assumed
values:
 Profit & Loss Statement
 Balance Sheet
 Cash Flow

Supported by:
 Premium statements
 Claims reports
 Reserve schedules
 Investment schedules

Assumptions
Short-listed scenarios to model:
 Alternative programmes
 Premium at different attachments
 Acquisition cost (fronted; direct;
quota share)
 Claims incurred and
development patterns
 Investment returns
 Operating costs
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CAPTIVE FEASIBILITY STUDIES

Implementation timeline
Ensure enough time is allowed for all required steps – this
varies between domiciles
Deliverable & Tasks
Captive Feasibility
Collect data
Tax, Legal & Co Secretarial Review
Draft study submitted to Client for approval
Study approved
Captive License Process
Notify regulator
Complete application (including Business Plan)
Regulatory review
Regulatory Approval
Incorporation of Captive Company
Incorporate the company, select & register company name
Complete M&A, allot shares, appoint directors
Appoint secretarial agent, auditor, tax agent
Capitalise captive
Activate Captive Company

Responsibility
WTW/Client
Client
WTW
Client
WTW
WTW/Client
WTW/Regulator
WTW/Regulator
WTW/Client
WTW/Client
Client
Client
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THANK YOU
GEORGE MCGHIE
WILLIS TOWERS WATSON
ASIA PACIFIC CAPTIVE PRACTICE
GEORGE.MCGHIE@WILLISTOWERSWATSON.COM

DISCLAIMER: This presentation should not be regarded as
offering a complete explanation of the matters referred to and is
subject to changes in law. It is not intended to be a substitute for
detailed research or the exercise of professional judgment. The
organising committee of the Asian Captive Conference cannot
accept any responsibility for loss occasional to any person acting
or refraining from action as a result of any material in this
presentation. The republication, reproduction or commercial use
of any part of this presentation in any manner whatsoever,
including electronically, without the prior written permission from
Committee is strictly prohibited.

